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 In hot-mix asphalt concrete, bitumen is used as the adhesive, and this material has a 
significant effect on the performance of mixed asphalt. In this study, Gilsonite, as a part of 
bitumen and modifier, has been studied in order to improve the performance of mixed 
asphalt. Indirect tensile tests were performed on hot-mix asphalt samples with different 
amounts of Gilsonite and aged for each of the samples with long-term aging, short-term 
aging, and non-aging. The results show an increase in tensile strength and vertical 
compressive stress due to increasing the amount of Gilsonite, also in long-term aging, the 
highest tensile strength and vertical compressive stress are obtained. In examining the 
results of toughness and fracture energy, aging reduces both. 

1. Introduction 

Bitumen used in asphalt mixtures is composed of organic compounds 
such as asphaltene, maltin and resins. Due to their polar nature, 
asphaltenes react with oxygen to produce carbonyl and sulfoxide 
compounds, which harden bitumen, increase hardness and viscosity. 
This process is called aging. In other words, the change in bitumen 
properties over time is called the aging of the asphalt mixture[1]. 
Aging is not a type of damage, but it does expose the asphalt mixture 
to damage such as cracking and stripping. Due to the increasing 
prices of petroleum products and limited resources, we must look for 
an economical and effective way to maintain the current asphalt, and 
by examining the main factors that overshadow the aging of asphalt 
can be the aging process delayed. As a result of aging, the asphalt 
mixture becomes harder and more brittle and loses its adhesiveness 
and flexibility, which is the most prominent feature of asphalt 
pavements, to a considerable extent. The most essential mechanisms 
are evaporation of volatile gases, reaction with oxygen, physical 
hardening due to molecular change and separation of bitumen and 
aggregate phases, and leakage and porosity. In general, there are two 
types of methods for applying aging: It is aging in bitumen, and 
Applying aging in a mixture of bitumen and materials. The aging of 
asphalt mixture is affected by both the type of bitumen and the type 
of materials. Aging of bitumen alone is not suitable for predicting the 
performance of the mixture, and the type of aggregate also affects this 
process. Asphalt aging generally occurs in two short stages, during 
mixing, transport, spreading, and compaction of asphalt, and long-
term aging, which occurs gradually because the bitumen hardens 
during service. The short-term aging that occurs during fabrication 
and execution is mainly related to oxidation and evaporation. Long-
term aging that occurs during service is often associated with 
oxidation and physical hardening. Oxidation is the irreversible and 
permanent hardening of bitumen. Oxidation aging is an irreversible 
reaction between bitumen components and oxygen in the air and can 
occur during mixing, application, and service life. The aging in the 
laboratory is simulated according to the ASSHTO R30-2 test protocol. 
For short-term aging, the asphalt mixture is kept in the laboratory at 
154 ° C for two hours or at 135 ° C for four hours in the oven. For long-
term aging, the asphalt mixture is kept in the oven at 85 ° C for 120 
hours (five days)[2]. 

In 1961, Traxler identified the causes of bitumen aging as oxidation, 
loss of volatiles, time that changes the structure of bitumen, 
polymerization due to light radiation, especially ultraviolet rays, and 
compression polymerization[3].In 1984, Petersen attributed aging in 
bitumen was achieved by the loss of oily (petroleum) substances due 
to evaporation or adsorption, changes in the composition of bitumen 
due to reaction with oxygen in the atmosphere, and changes in the 
molecular structure that causes thixotropic changes[4]. One of the 
well-known experiments to simulate fatigue and creep fractures is 
the indirect tensile strength (ITS) test. Many researchers use this test 
to evaluate the failure as well as the moisture sensitivity and fatigue 
life of asphalt samples. This test is essentially a diagonal compression 
test in which a cylindrical specimen is subjected to a compressive 
force applied to a lateral surface. This loading method creates tensile 
stresses along the loading diameter. Initially, there was no specific 
standard for measuring indirect tensile strength; however, in 2007, a 
standard method was developed exclusively for measuring the 
indirect tensile strength of asphalt mixtures under the name of 
ASTM-D6931-07[5]. Islam et al. investigated the effect of aging on the 
strength properties of asphalt mixtures using an indirect tensile 
strength test and concluded that aging increases the indirect tensile 
strength of aged samples. Also, one-day aging in the laboratory by the 
oven is equivalent one year of aging is in place[1]. Thomas et al. 
Studied the effect of aging on indirect tensile strength and concluded 
that the indirect tensile test is a cost-effective test in terms of sample 
preparation and collection both in the laboratory and on site, as well 
as data analysis[6]. An indirect tensile strength test can measure the 
resistance capacity of hot-mix asphalt against crack growth at low 
temperatures, and the results can be used as a parameter in the 
design. However, the service life of asphalt can be influenced by other 
parameters. Such as aging, moisture, freeze-thaw cycle. The effect of 
humidity, as well as the effect of thawing and freezing cycle by 
researchers on indirect tensile strength, has been done[7, 8]. By adding 
polyester fibers to the asphalt mixture using indirect tensile testing, 
Anurag et al. Examined parameters such as toughness and indirect 
tensile strength and concluded that the fibers increase the values of 
both parameters[9]. Montreo et al. Investigated the effect of 
nanomaterials on damage caused by aging and moisture by using an 
indirect tensile strength test on an asphalt mixture and concluded 
that nanoclay performed well against aging and nano-iron performed 
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well against moisture damage[10]. However, few studies have been 
performed on the effect of aging using indirect tensile tests and the 
effect of additives on asphalt mixtures. In this paper, the effect of 
gilsonite is studied as a part of petroleum bitumen on short-term and 
long-term aging of hot-mix asphalt in laboratory. Also, the 
parameters such as indirect tensile strength, toughness, fracture 
energy and vertical compressive stress have been investigated. 

 

2. Materials Used 
 

2.1. Aggregates 

Aggregates used in this research are made of lime. By using the results 
of tests, the physical and mechanical properties of materials are 
determined, and listed in Table (1). The amounts of coarse aggregate 
(2.36-19mm), fine aggregate (0.075-2.36mm) and fillers (less than 
0.075mm) are 63%, 32% and 5% respectively. 

 Table 1. Specific gravities of aggregate (gr/cm3) 

Size fraction Standard 
Apparent  
specific 
gravity 

Bulk 
specific 
gravity 

Coarse aggregate 

(12.5-2.36 mm) 

ASTM C 
127 2706 2516 

Fine aggregate 

   

ASTM C 
128 

2655 2317 

Filler(<0.075 mm) ASTM C 
188 

2295 2295 

Specific gravity of aggregate blend 2423 

The way the aggregate is distributed on the pavement layer is 
determined according to the ASTM D 3515 standard, and the materials 
grading curve is shown in Figure (1). 

 

Figure 1. Gradation curve 

2.2. Bitumen 

The bitumen used in this research is from the AC 85/100 type, and its 
properties are listed in Table (2). 

Table 2. Results of tests performed on asphalt cement (AC 85/100) 

Test name Average 
values Standard 

Penetration, 25 °C, 100 g, 5 s (1/10mm) 91 ASTM D5 

Softening point (°C) 48 ASTM D36 

Specific gravity (25 °C, kN/m3) 1023 ASTM D70 

Flash point (°C) 234 ASTM D92 

Ductility, 25 °C, 5 cm/min +100 ASTM D113 

Loss on heating(wt)% 0.5 max ASTM D6 

 

2.3. Gilsonite 

Gilsonite is a natural resinous hydrocarbon that is used in this 
research. Generally, if bitumen reaches the ground surface through 
cracks and fractures, it will form a natural bitumen lake, and if it stays 
as a closed mass near the surface, it will gradually solidify and oxidize, 
and transform to a hard solid substance called Gilsonite. The Gilsonite 
used in this research is provided by Sormak company, and its 
properties are listed in Table (3)[11].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Physical properties of gilsonite 

No Test Result Test 
Method 

1 Ash Content wt% 10-15 ASTM-
D3174 

2 Moisture Content wt% ≤3 ASTM-
D3173 

3 Volatile Matter wt% 50 ASTM-
D3175 

4 Fixed Carbon wt% 28 ASTM-
D3172 

5 Solubility in CS2 wt% 65-75 ASTM-D4 

6 Specific Gravity @25Cº 1.02 ASTM-
D3289 

7 Color in mass Black -------- 
8 Color in streak or powder brown -------- 
9 Softening Point (Cº) 175-195 ASTM-D36 

10 Penetration @ 25Cº, 10 -1 
mm 0 ASTM-D5 

11 Solubility in 
trichloroethylene 62-72 ASTM-

D2042 
 

3. Methods 

Marshall specimen were utilized to perform the tests. First, in order to 
specify the optimum bitumen content for aggregate, the Marshall test 
was conducted according to ASTM D1559 Standard[12]. The optimum 
bitumen content for NMAS of 12.5 mm was obtained as 5.9%, with 75 
Marshall hammer hits to both sides of the specimens and an air-void 
content of 4%. Before fabricating the specimens, graded aggregates 
were placed in drying oven at 160-170 oC for 24 hours to be dried. The 
bitumen needed to prepare the specimens was heated in the drying 
oven at 145 oC before being mixed. Three samples were made for 
asphalt mixture containing different percentages of gilsonite. 

According to the World Road Association (PIARC), the Gilsonite powder 
used to modify bitumen should be completely passed through the 50 
sieves. Due to previous research and limitation in the use of gilsonite 
up to 20% by weight of bitumen, in this study 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 
20% by weight of bitumen gilsonite was used [13-15]. Gilsonite powder 
used in this study is passed through a 200 sieve, and after considering 
different Gilsonite and bitumen mixing methods by researchers, a 
four-blade agitator with the rotational speed of 1000 RPM was used at 
180 °C for 60 minutes to mix Gilsonite and bitumen [16, 17]. 

The AASHTO R30-02 standard is used to simulate the natural aging of 
asphalt with a lifespan of 5 to 10 years. Short-term aging in this 
standard is a simulator of aging that occurs during mixing, 
transportation,  and storage during construction and production, and 
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long-term aging simulates the performance of asphalt over many 
years[2].  

In this method for Short-term aging state, the mixture of aggregates 
and bitumen in an unconcentrated state are subjected to aging as 
follows: 1- Pour the mixture of aggregates and bitumen in a non-
compacted state with a maximum thickness of 2 inches in the pan. 2- 
Place the pan at 135 ° C for 4 hours. 3- The mixture should be stirred 
every hour.  Before describe the steps for long-term aging, it should 
be noted that short-term aging is required before applying long-term 
aging. 1. The loose mixture of aggregates and bitumen that have 
already been subjected to short-term aging should be compacted by a 
Marshall compaction hammer in 75 strokes on each side of the 
sample. 2- After compaction, let the sample cool in the Marshall mold 
for three hours, and then remove the sample from the mold by the 
jack and let it stay at 25 ° C for 16 hours. 3- Now place the dense and 
cooled samples at 85 ° C for 5 days and nights. 4. After five days, 
remove the samples from the oven and let them cool for 16 hours at 
room temperature (25 ° C). Do not touch the samples for 16 hours. 
Indirect tensile strength test is originally a diametric test in which 
cylindrical specimens are put under the compressive forces exerted 
on their lateral surface. Such loading causes tensile stress along the 
loaded diameter. As a result, the specimen fractures along the loaded 
diameter. 

According to ASTM and ISRM Standards, experimented specimens 
with diameter D and thickness H should have a ratio of D to H as 0.5. 
The purpose of this research is to consider the properties of indirect 
tensile of asphalt mixtures, including indirect tensile strength, 
toughness, total fracture energy, and vertical compressive stress 
along the cross-sectional diameter of the specimen[18, 19]. The 
experiment is performed at 25 oC in the UTM device with 5mm/min 
loading rate (Fig.3). Since the change in specimen diameter is aligned 
with horizon, strain at any moment and consequently the horizontal 
strain at failure moment can be calculated according to the strain 
equation ε=ΔL/L. The total fracture energy to failure is obtained by 
knowing vertical displacement of forces (the area under the force 
curve – vertical displacement) (Fig.2). Moreover, the following 
equations indirect tensile strength, vertical compressive stress, and 
fracture energy[20-22].  

σx = 2P/πtd                                        (4)                        

σy= 6P/πtd                                       (5)  

Gf= Area/t.d                                     (6)  

σx (Pa): indirect tensile strength, P(N): applied load, t(m):m the thickness 
of the test specimen, d(m): diameter of the specimen, σy(Pa): vertical 
compressive stress, Area: area under the load –displacement curve, Gf 
(J/m2): fracture energy 

 

Figure.2. Definition of toughness and fracture energy[9] 

 

4. Results and discussions 

Given that the UTM machine transmits the results in the form of 
force-displacement and indirect tensile-displacement stress (Fig.2), 
the horizontal axis of this diagram represents the vertical, and its 
vertical axis represents the force (as shown in the figure). The vertical 
diagram can also be in terms of pressure) and, as shown in the figure, 
the total failure energy parameter is equal to the area under the 
diagram to the extent that the vertical deformation is twice the 
vertical deformation of the specimen when under maximum force. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Scheme of the UTM device and how to 
fracture the samples 

 

As shown in the figure, the toughness is equal to the sum of the areas 
A and B, which of course, if the vertical axis is in terms of force, we 
must divide the sum of the areas by the area of the broken cross 
section. In this experiment, the cross-sectional area of the fracture is 
equal to the height of the sample multiplied by the diameter of the 
sample, which is e Considering that in this experiment, the effect of 
aging and Gilsonite percentage on the changes of four output 
parameters, toughness, total fracture energy, horizontal tensile stress 
and vertical compressive stress along the cross-sectional area of the 
sample was investigated. The result is summarized in Tables 4, 5, and 
6.  

Table 4. Results of ITS tests on non-aging specimens 

V.C.S 
(MPa) 

T.F.E 
(kJ) 

T 
)MJ/m2( 

H.T.S 
(MPa) 

G.C 
(%) 

1.941 23.423 3.652 0.647 0 
2.486 30.610 4.797 0.829 5 
3.517 35.433 5.478 1.172 10 
3.747 36.300 5.559 1.249 15 
4.557 33.911 5.247 1.519 20 

 

Table 5. Results of ITS tests on short-term aging specimens 

V.C.S 
(MPa) 

T.F.E 
(kJ) 

T 
)MJ/m2( 

H.T.S 
(MPa) 

G.C 
(%) 

2.282 24.278 3.844 0.761 0 
2.863 28.000 4.494 0.954 5 
3.598 31.020 4.843 1.199 10 
3.906 32.585 5.105 1.302 15 
4.662 30.754 4.757 1.554 20 

 

Table 6. Results of ITS tests on long-term aging specimens 

V.C.S 
(MPa) 

T.F.E 
(kJ) 

T 
)MJ/m2( 

H.T.S 
(MPa) 

G.C 
(%) 

2.304 24.704 4.320 0.768 0 
2.935 27.011 4.369 0.978 5 
3.908 27.502 4.257 1.303 10 
4.546 28.023 4.356 1.515 15 
5.629 26.571 4.130 1.876 20 

 

Examining Figures 4 and 5, it can be seen that increasing the values 
of Gilsonite in the asphalt mixture increases the tensile strength. Also, 
in long-term aging, we see the highest amount of tensile strength of 
1.876 MPa.Also, increasing the Gilsonite values increases the vertical 
compressive stress, and the difference between the increase in tensile 
strength and the vertical compressive stress increases with 
increasing Gilsonite values. In samples without Gilsonite, both tensile 
strength and vertical compressive stress are almost equal and in the 
amount of 20% Gilsonite, the difference is the highest aging is 17% 
and, 19%, respectively. 

Gilsonite increases the resistance of asphalt mixture against aging. 
The reason for this is the increase in hardness of asphalt mixture due 

Long–term aging 

Not-aging 
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to the presence of Gilsonite and as a result, its greater resistance to 
aging. Examination of the results shows that increasing Gilsonite by 
up to 20% increases tensile strength and vertical compressive stress. 
For results related to short-term aging without aging, up to 10% 
Gilsonite, tensile strength and vertical compressive stress of samples 
without aging less than the aging is short-term and in 10% of the 
amount of Gilsonite is approximately equal and with increasing the 
amount of Gilsonite in the asphalt mixture, no significant difference 
in tensile strength and vertical compressive stress of samples with 
short-term aging and non-aging is observed. 

Examination of Figures 6 and 7 related to toughness and fracture 
energy shows that except in samples without Gilsonite, in other cases, 
Gilsonite reduces the toughness and fracture energy. This can be due 
to the inflexibility and brittleness of the asphalt mixture due to the 
presence of Be Gilsonite. 

At 15% Gilsonite, we see the highest amount of toughness and fracture 
energy. In general, with the increasing amount of Gilsonite, toughness 
and fracture energy first, increase and then decrease. Only in samples 
without Gilsonite, toughness and fracture energy in long-term aging 
are slightly obtained in samples with short-term aging and no aging. 
The reason for this is the increase in viscosity of bitumen due to 
Gilsonite and thus increase the hardness of the asphalt mixture. 

By examining the manner and shape of failure of specimens, this 
issue can be proved, so that in specimens with long-term aging during 
the failure of the specimen is halved, but in specimens without aging 
and in short-term aging, it is not halved during failure. Figure 3 shows 
one batch of the non-aged asphalt sample and another batch of 120 h 
are aged sample. 

 

 

Figure 4. Effect of different amounts of gilsonite on tensile strength 

 

 

Figure 5. Effect of different amounts of gilsonite on toughness 

 

Figure 6. Effect of different amounts of gilsonite on fracture energy 

 

Figure 7. Effect of different amounts of gilsonite on vertical 
compressive stress 

 

5. Conclusion 

This study investigates the effect of Gilsonite and aging on hot asphalt 
mix using indirect tensile test. Based on the findings of this study, it 
is possible to predict reflective cracks and thus calibrate design 
parameters by considering the effect of aging. However, further study 
of different asphalt mixtures and a wide range of temperatures may 
be more useful and comprehensive in forecasting, modeling, and 
design. However, the results of this study are summarized below. 

Gilsonite increases the tensile strength of asphalt mix. This increase 
is high in samples with long-term aging. 

The highest values of toughness and fracture energy were obtained in 
samples containing 10% Gilsonite without aging. 

The values of toughness and fracture energy in samples without 
Gilsonite in long-term aging are slightly higher than the toughness 
and fracture energy of samples in short-term aging without aging. 

With increasing Gilsonite values, tensile strength and vertical 
compressive stress increase, but toughness and fracture energy, 
except in samples without Gilsonite, first increase and then decrease. 

The total fracture energy of all specimens is approximately a constant 
coefficient from the fracture energy to the yield point, and aging, the 
percentage of gilsonite in the bitumen, and the aggregate diameter of 
the specimens do not have a significant effect on this coefficient. 
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